
Ä1 A GYG Secretariat

Proposer: 1. Statutory Session
Resolution date: 09/06/2023

Amendment for A1

In line 2:
GYG SC to work on setting up a secretariat as followsconsisting of two paid positions: 

Reason

Follwing the changes made in the first statutory session at congress 2023.

Executive Secretary:

This person would serve as the first point of contact for inquiries to GYG and would manage these
requests, as well as forward the relevant ones to the SC or OC respectively. They would also be in
charge of monitoring deadlines, help with aministrative tasks inside of GYG and monitor the global
political sphere (also what other Youth Organisations are doing) and will alert the SC of all relevant
developments.

Volunteer Manager:

GYG will still be mainly dependend on volunteers. The volunteer manager will be the one to ensure
that the volunteers receve the elevant access rights regarding the digital infrastructure of GYG and will
serve as their first point of contact for all questions. They will also take resposibility for capacity
building and increasig GYG's volunteer capacities. And finally, they will support the SC in ensuring the
wellbeing of the volunteers in GYG context.



Ä1 A Political Platform for GYG

Proposer: Jong Groen
Resolution date: 06/09/2023

Amendment for A2

From line 1 to 4:
Add in line 34: “- a political platform”
Add in line 42: “The third pillar consists of thea written political platform which resemblescontains the
fundamental political consensuspolicies of GYG. It can be updated inby Congress through
amendments. A complete content review requires a process led by 

Reason

Change introduced by Young Greens of England & Wales and Jong Groen, and approved by 2023
Congress during its first session.



Ä1 Restructuring the Steering Committee

Proposer: GYG Steering Committee
Resolution date: 06/10/2023

Amendment for A8

From line 1 to 3:
Lines 130-139: SC consist of minimum 2 persons, maximum 4 persons from each region (at least 2half
of the SC members from each
region needs to identify themselves as women, inter, or trans)

Insert in line 6:

2 Co-Spokesperson (also following the quota)• 
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